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To: Chief, Wireline Competition Bureau

PETITION FOR RECONSIDERATION
Halstad Telephone Company (“Halstad”), by its attorneys and pursuant to Sections 1.106
and 1.429 of the Bureau’s Rules,1 hereby petitions the Wireline Competition Bureau (“Bureau”)
for reconsideration of the June 15, 2015 Order2 by the Bureau’s Deputy Chief, affirmatively
removing Halstad from further consideration as a provisionally winning bidder under its Rural
Broadband Experiments (“RBE”) program. For the reasons set forth below, Halstad respectfully
submits that it should be reinstated as a provisionally winning bidder. Specifically, Halstad has
since obtained a Letter of Credit (“LOC”) from a bank that meets all of the applicable criteria,
and respectfully requests the Bureau to accept it nunc pro tunc for the purposes of its RBE
application. Even without this letter, the Bureau’s decision to remove Halstad from consideration
was arbitrary and capricious because the amount of support to be awarded to Halstad is relatively
small; and the Bureau did not adequately explain why it would not consider Halstad’s request to
accept as sufficient the letter from its local bank, in light of the relevant circumstances. Halstad is
contemporaneously filing a Petition for Waiver regarding the LOC filing deadline and asking the
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Bureau to accept its new LOC. None of the Commission’s processes will be prejudiced by a
grant of this Petition.
Background
On December 5, 2014, the Bureau announced that Halstad was provisionally selected for
$303,370 in funding through the RBE program. In support of its provisional selection, Halstad
timely submitted the information required by the Bureau, including a letter of commitment for an
LOC on January 26, 2015. Included with Halstad’s January 26, 2015 submission was a letter
explaining Halstad’s efforts to obtain an LOC from a top-100 bank, and informally requesting
that the Bureau waive that particular requirement and accept the Letter of Credit it had obtained
from its local bank, with which it has done business for more than one hundred years. Implicit in
Halstad’s presentation (although not precisely stated as such) was a request for waiver of the top100 bank requirement.
On June 15, 2015, the Bureau issued the Order of which Halstad presently seeks
reconsideration. In the Order, the Bureau removed Halstad from further consideration as a
winning bidder in the Rural Broadband Experiments program for failing to submit a letter of
commitment for an LOC from a top 100 bank.3 The Bureau did not address Halstad’s informal
request for waiver of the top-100 requirement.

Halstad Has Obtained An Acceptable Letter of Credit
The Bureau should reconsider Halstad’s removal because the company has since
addressed the LOC issue with an acceptable bank letter, and because allowing Halstad to
continue as a provisionally selected bidder would prejudice neither the Commission’s processes
nor other RBE applicants, and is otherwise in the public interest.
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On July 8, 2015, Halstad obtained a letter of commitment for an Irrevocable Standby
Letter of Credit from CoBank, ABC (“CoBank”), attached hereto as Attachment A, to support its
winning bid in the Rural Broadband Experiments program. The Bureau expressly recognized
CoBank as an acceptable institution from which Rural Broadband Experiments participants
could obtain an LOC.4
In its Public Notice reminding provisionally winning bidders about the LOC deadline, the
Bureau “expressly contemplated that participants in the experiments might meet the LOC
requirement in a variety of ways,” and affirmatively stated that “selected entities would have
flexibility in how they structure these arrangements and might choose to obtain multiple LOCs
over the support term.”5 In particular, the Bureau also expressly noted that “[t]here is no Bureau
requirement that the same bank issue the commitment letter and the ultimate LOC.” As such,
accepting the CoBank letter nunc pro tunc would simply allow Halstad the flexibility the Bureau
envisioned. Halstad respectfully requests the Bureau accept the attached letter nunc pro tunc and
reinstate Halstad as a provisionally winning bidder.
Granting the Petition would not result in prejudice, either to the Commission’s processes
or the other carriers. As outlined in Halstad’s project application, the company will be leveraging
its existing network to provide service to the RBE locations covered in its application. Therefore,
actual construction will be minimal and the Bureau’s stated policy objective of rapidly deploying
funding to expand broadband service is accomplished, likely faster than most any other RBE
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project. Indeed, granting the instant Petition would effectively allow Halstad to make use of the
cure period the Bureau has already put in place for funded RBE projects.6
Finally, the Bureau has already announced the offers of model-based support to the price
cap carriers and, accordingly, no additional rural broadband experiment bids will be selected.7
Therefore, no prejudice would result to either price cap carriers or other RBE participants.
As noted above, Halstad has also submitted its new LOC under separate cover, along
with a request for limited waiver of the deadline for filing the letter of commitment for an LOC,
and requesting the Bureau accept the new LOC.

The Decision to Remove Halstad from Consideration was Arbitrary and Capricious
Even without the new LOC, the Bureau should reconsider Halstad’s removal because its
decision to do so was arbitrary and capricious. It is axiomatic of administrative law that an
agency decision must be “based upon a consideration of the relevant factors.”8 Further, an
agency must adequately explain the basis for its decisions.9 In this case, the Bureau removed
Halstad without considering the relevant factual circumstances of its award: Halstad’s informal
request for a waiver of the requirement, filed along with its original LOC; the comparatively
small amount of funding awarded, which does not pose the same material risks against which the
LOC requirement was designed; and the evidence in the record indicating the difficulty, if not
impossibility, for a small rural telephone cooperative in North Dakota to obtain an LOC from a
top-100 bank without having to agree to onerous conditions. In these circumstances, summarily
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eliminating Halstad as a provisionally winning bidder does not meet the arbitrary and capricious
standard, as the Bureau failed to give Halstad’s informal waiver request the “hard look”
mandated by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit in WAIT Radio v.
FCC.10
The Bureau should have considered the letter submitted along with Halstad’s original
letter of commitment that explained why Halstad submitted a letter from a bank that was not a
top-100 bank, and requested that the Bureau accept its letter nevertheless. In its discretion, the
Bureau could have, and should have, treated the letter as a request for waiver of the top-100
requirement.11 Halstad respectfully submits that grounds to grant such a waiver exist. The
Petition for Waiver submitted contemporaneously with this Petition formally requests such a
waiver as an alternative form of relief.
In the Order removing Halstad from consideration as a provisionally winning bidder, the
Bureau indicated that it did not have the time to determinewhether a bank that is not a top-100
bank would have its assets exhausted by drawing on the LOC. However, Halstad’s provisionally
winning bid of $303,760 is small compared to most of the other provisionally selected winning
bidders, more than half of which were more than $1 million, and indeed, such a scenario is
highly unlikely. According to the terms of the Commission’s requirements for the LOC, the
initial letter need only cover the first disbursement – in Halstad’s case, $30,376 – and may be
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incrementally increased upon each additional disbursement.12 These requirements effectively
limit any issuing bank’s exposure to a manageable sum.
Moreover, the Commission has not yet addressed an Emergency Petition for Limited
Waiver of the top-100 bank requirement filed by NTCA-The Rural Broadband Association
(“NTCA”).13 In its request, NTCA points out the difficulty rural providers may have obtaining
LOCs from top-100 banks. No party filed in opposition to NTCA’s request. The Commission
also sought comment on, but has not yet addressed, LOC requirements for Connect America
Phase II funding.14 In that proceeding, NTCA again raised the issue of the top-100 bank
requirement, as did the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association.15 Halstad’s own
experience, as indicated by the attached correspondence from Wells Fargo, supports these
contentions – for example, according to the bank’s representative, the Commission’s ‘next day’
payment requirement “put a great deal of risk” on the bank and was “close to impossible” to
meet.16
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Conclusion
For the foregoing reasons, Halstad respectfully requests that the Bureau reconsider its
decision to remove Halstad from consideration as a provisionally selected RBE winner, and
accept nunc pro tunc its LOC from CoBank, in satisfaction of that procedural requirement. A
grant of Halstad’s Petition would further the Bureau’s goals in advancing broadband expansion
without prejudice to either its processes or other carriers, and is accordingly in the public
interest.

Respectfully submitted,
Halstad Telephone Company

By:

_______________________________
______________
_ __
Harold Mordkofsky
Benjamin H. Dickens, Jr.
Salvatore Taillefer, Jr.
Its Attorneys

Blooston, Mordkofsky, Dickens,
Duffy & Prendergast, LLP
2120 L Street, NW, Suite 300
Washington, DC 20037
Phone: (202) 659-0830
Dated: July 15, 2015
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